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Mandiant Advantage
Explore our multi-vendor XDR platform, delivering Mandiant products and integrating with a range of leading security operations technology.
Explore the platformarrow_forward
 Who's targeting you
 







	  Attack Surface Management [image: asm-icon]
Map your external environment
 
	  Breach Analytics for Chronicle [image: automated-defense-icon]
Know what we know when we know it
 
	  Security Validation [image: validation-icon]
Validate controls are working properly
 
	  Threat Intelligence [image: platform-threat-intelligence-icon]
Access latest intel from the frontlines
 
	  Digital Threat Monitoring [image: platform-threat-intelligence-icon]
Visibility into deep, dark, and open web
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Managed detection and response
 



Mandiant Solutions
Solve your toughest cyber security challenges with combinations of products and services.
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	  Featured solutions 
	  Proactive Exposure Management New!Reduce exposures before adversaries act
 
	  Government New!Protect national services and agencies
 
	  Digital Risk ProtectionPrioritize and focus on threats that matter
 
	  RansomwareIncrease resilience against ransomware and multifaceted extortion
 
	  Know Who is Targeting YouPrioritize threats that matter most
 
	  Know What Is ExposedIdentify attack surface exposures
 
	  Know If You Are PreparedTest and measure your cyber defense program
 
	  Know If You Have Been BreachedDetect and respond to breach activity quickly and effectively
 


	  Use Case 
	  RansomwareIncrease resilience against multifaceted extortion
 
	  Cyber Risk ManagementAdvance your business approach to cyber security
 
	  Digital Risk ProtectionPrioritize and focus on threats that matter
 
	  Industrial ControlsStrengthen OT and ICS security
 
	  Insider ThreatsUncover and manage internal vulnerabilities
 
	  Skills GapClose gaps with training and access to expertise
 


	  Private Industry 
	  Finance New!Extend your security posture and operationalize resilience
 
	  Manufacturing New!Protect against cyber security threats to maintain business continuity
 
	  Government 
	  Election SecurityFocus on Election Infrastructure Protection
 
	  Government  New!Protect natural services and agencies
 





Mandiant Services
Mitigate threats, reduce risk, and get back to business with the help of leading experts.
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 Schedule a consultation
 







	  Featured categories 
	  Cyber Security Transformation [image: chart-plus]
Establish and activate cyber defenses
 
	  Incident Response [image: incident-response-icon]
Tackle breaches confidently
 
	  Strategic Readiness [image: strategic-readiness-icon.svg]
Increase resilience to risk
 
	  Technical Assurance [image: technical assurance Icon]
Test your security program
 
	  Expertise On Demand [image: expertise-on-demand icon]
Access to Mandiant Experts
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	  Browse courses [image: browse courses Icon]
Browse on-demand and live training
 
	  Mandiant Academy [image: mandiant academy]
Train your teams to protect effectively
 



Cyber Threat Intelligence
Mandiant specializes in cyber threat intelligence, offering products, services, and more to support our mission to defend against cyber crime.
 Intelligence resourcesarrow_forward







	  Products 
	  Threat Intelligence [image: platform-threat-intelligence-icon]
Access latest intel from the frontlines
 
	  Digital Threat Monitoring [image: platform-threat-intelligence-icon]
visibility into deep, dark, and open web
 
	  Services 
	  Intelligence capability development [image: intelligence-capability-development-icon]
build a comprehensive threat intelligence program
 
	  Intelligence Training [image: intelligence-training-icon]
Develop practical application skills
 
	  Executive Briefings [image: executive-briefings-icon]
Get live, interactive briefings from the frontlines
 
	  Advanced Intelligence Access [image: advanced-intelligence-icon]
Hire a dedicated analyst for your needs
 



Resource Center
Get the latest insights from cyber security experts at the frontlines of threat intelligence and incident response
M-Trends 2023 reportarrow_forward
mWISEarrow_forward
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	  Resource types 
	  Mandiant Blog [image: blog-icon ]
Expert perspectives and industry news
 
	  Podcasts [image: podcast icon]
Interviews, hot topics, and more
 
	  Customer Stories [image: customer-story icon]
Case studies and customer testimonials
 
	  Reports [image: report icon]
Research from the frontlines
 
	  Webinars [image: webinar icon]
Livestreams and pre-recorded speaker events
 
	  Insights [image: insights Icon]
Cyber security concepts, methods, and more
 
	  Events [image: events icon]
Upcoming conferences and collaboration
 
	  Infographics [image: infographic Icon]
Visualization of security research and process
 
	  Datasheets [image: datasheet icon]
Information on Mandiant offerings and more
 
	  eBooks [image: Ebook]
High-impact cyber security guides
 
	  White Papers [image: Whitepaper]
Cyber security insights and technical expertise
 



Company
Learn more about us and our mission to help organizations defend against cyber crime.
Learn morearrow_forward
 Contact us
 







	  Careers [image: careers icon]
Life at Mandiant and open roles
 
	  Media Center [image: media-center icon]
Press releases and news mentions
 
	  Partners [image: partners icon]
Ecosystem and resources
 
	  Elevate [image: elevate icon]
Empowering women in cyber security
 
	  Mandiant Gives Back [image: mandiant-gives-back icon]
Our commitment to a better future
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  Report
 APT1: Exposing One of China's Cyber Espionage Units
 Dec 30, 2021

3 min read


Today, The Mandiant® Intelligence Center™ released an unprecedented report exposing APT1's multi-year, enterprise-scale computer espionage campaign. APT1 is one of dozens of threat groups Mandiant tracks around the world and we consider it to be one of the most prolific in terms of the sheer quantity of information it has stolen.
Highlights of the report include:
	Evidence linking APT1 to China's 2nd Bureau of the People's Liberation Army (PLA) General Staff Department's (GSD) 3rd Department (Military Cover Designator 61398).
	A timeline of APT1 economic espionage conducted since 2006 against 141 victims across multiple industries.
	APT1's modus operandi (tools, tactics, procedures) including a compilation of videos showing actual APT1 activity.
	The timeline and details of over 40 APT1 malware families.
	The timeline and details of APT1's extensive attack infrastructure.

Mandiant is also releasing a digital appendix with more than 3,000 indicators to bolster defenses against APT1 operations. This appendix includes:
	Digital delivery of over 3,000 APT1 indicators, such as domain names, and MD5 hashes of malware.
	Thirteen (13) X.509 encryption certificates used by APT1.
	A set of APT1 Indicators of Compromise (IOCs) and detailed descriptions of over 40 malware families in APT1's arsenal of digital weapons.
	IOCs that can be used in conjunction with Redline™, Mandiant's free host-based investigative tool, or with Mandiant Intelligent Response® (MIR), Mandiant's commercial enterprise investigative tool.

The scale and impact of APT1's operations compelled us to write this report. The decision to publish a significant part of our intelligence about Unit 61398 was a painstaking one. What started as a "what if" discussion about our traditional non-disclosure policy quickly turned into the realization that the positive impact resulting from our decision to expose APT1 outweighed the risk of losing much of our ability to collect intelligence on this particular APT group. It is time to acknowledge the threat is originating from China, and we wanted to do our part to arm and prepare security professionals to combat the threat effectively. The issue of attribution has always been a missing link in the public's understanding of the landscape of APT cyber espionage. Without establishing a solid connection to China, there will always be room for observers to dismiss APT actions as uncoordinated, solely criminal in nature, or peripheral to larger national security and global economic concerns. We hope that this report will lead to increased understanding and coordinated action in countering APT network breaches.
We recognize that no one entity can understand the entire complex picture that many years of intense cyber espionage by a single group creates. We look forward to seeing the surge of data and conversations a report like this will likely generate.
Download Now






Have questions? Let's talk.

Mandiant experts are ready to answer your questions.
 Contact Us
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